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Abstract
Anode baking is the most expensive and the most important step during carbon anode
production. The operational-geometrical parameters have significant influence on the anode
baking furnace performance and carbon anode quality. Numerical modelling is an imperative
tool to investigate the effect of different parameters on anode baking process. In the present
study, a numerical model is developed which simulates heat transfer and flow distributions of
the entire anode baking process. Using this numerical model, effect of various factors on anode
temperature distribution is studied. Impact of degraded refractory-wall thermal conductivity on
baking process is investigated and it is observed that for the aged furnaces this material
properties degradation should be addressed accordingly. During the preheating and firing
sections the temperature drops drastically from flue-gas to the center of the anode through the
width of the pit which indicates a huge loss of energy. Calculating temperature standard
deviation for the entire baking process, it is observed that the temperature non-uniformity
presents mostly in the refractory wall and packing coke regions, and anode experiences a
homogenous temperature distribution.
Keywords: Flue-wall; air infiltration; anode baking; volatiles combustion; packing coke.

1.

Introduction

In aluminium industry, for each ton of aluminium to be produced approximately 0.4 ton of
carbon anodes are consumed in the reduction cell. Green (unbaked) anodes should be baked
(heat treated) in advance to obtain particular mechanical, thermal and electrical properties that
make them suitable to be used as anode in the aluminium production process. The anode baking
process takes generally 390-480 hours, and several phenomena occur during the process. Effects
of operational-geometrical parameters on the performance of the furnace by plant tests are
usually expensive and disrupt the baking process. Therefore, numerical-mathematical modelling
is an imperative tool to study the effect of different parameters on the anode quality and furnace
performance. Ultimately the optimum baking process and furnace geometry can be proposed.
Several studies on modelling the anode baking process are reported in the literature [1-8]. The
main objectives of the developed computational model are to study the effect of material
properties on the baking process, to investigate the effect of various parameters on anode
temperature distribution, and to investigate the temperature evolution through the width of the
pit.

2.

Model Description

Anode baking furnace is a circular kiln with pits, analogous to a closed chain. As shown in
Figure 1, a fire group usually consists of three preheating sections, three firing sections, six
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o or two seections for thhe loading off green anodees and
coolinng sections, one unloadinng section, one
one oor two sectioons for the sake
s
for maiintenance. After
A
each firre cycle timee (typically 24-32
hourss), the fire group
g
equipm
ment is displlaced one seection forwaard in the dirrection of thhe fire
advannce which iss typically cllockwise direection. A furrnace comprrises of two fire groups w
where
the seections are arranged
a
in tw
wo rows sidee by side, joiined at the tw
wo ends by the
t crossoverr. The
fire aadvance direcction and thee flow directiion of combuustion air and
d flue gases in
i the flue walls
w
is
the same. Simulaating this inntermittent movement
m
off the fire grroup along with
w
all the other
and at
simulltaneous andd transient phhenomena invvolved in thee baking proccess is very challenging
c
the same time coomputationaally very intensive sincee the initial and boundaary conditionns are
continnuously varyying from onne section too another. In a view to ovvercome thiss difficulty, all
a the
sectioons from preeheating, firring to cooliing are treated as a whoole and the baking furnace is
assum
med to be a semi-continu
s
uous counterr flow heat exxchanger between the stepwise moveement
of thee solids in thhe pit and conntinuous flow
w of the gas in the flue. However, too avoid the virtual
v
moveement of thee anodes, thee solids are fictitiously subdivided into
i
a numbber of finite slices
alongg the length of the furnnace. The velocity
v
of the
t gas is varying
v
and is determined by
consiidering the local
l
mass flow
f
rate, tem
mperature annd pressure. The constaant velocity of
o the
solidss is equal to a section lenngth divided by the fire cyycle time (ab
bout 5 m per day).

Fig
gure 1. Longgitudinal vieew of all the sections in a fire group
p [9]

2.1.

Couplingg of the flue and pit mod
dels

ng process should
s
be taaken into coonsideration while
The ttransient natture of the anode bakin
develloping the coomputationall algorithms for the moddel. Assumin
ng symmetry
y, only half of the
flue aand half of thhe pit can bee considered for the compputation. Thee time scale of
o the gas is much
smalller than that of the solid materials (i.e. the solid componentss take more time
t
to respoond to
changges in bounddary conditions whereass gas responnds to variations quicklyy). Combustiion of
fuel aand volatiless in the flue along with gas
g flow com
mbined with air in-leakagge and ex-leeakage
can bbe modelled independentt of time. Hoowever, the transient
t
(tim
me-dependentt) heat conduuction
equattion should be solved for
f the pit sub-model (i.e.,
(
heat trransfer throuugh the fluee-wall,
packiing coke, an
nd anode paack). Thus, the
t developeed numerical model con
nsists of twoo submodeels: flue and pit (flue-waall, packing coke,
c
and annode pack). As
A shown in
n Figure 2, the
t pit
modeel and flue model
m
are devveloped sepaarately and thhen coupled through
t
an innterface locaated at
the reefractory walll surface on the flue sidee.
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